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Chapter Summary
Illegal cultivation, production, and trade are a widespread problem associated with tobacco
products, given their easy portability and the high profit margins. A single container or truckload of illegal cigarettes can yield up to US$2 million in profits. The annual revenue loss in
tobacco taxation worldwide is estimated at roughly US$40 billion–US$50 billion, that is, the
equivalent of about 10 percent of global cigarette consumption.
Tobacco products are susceptible to bootlegging, smuggling, and fraud, especially excise
fraud, which extends from standard customs and commercial fraud to undeclared activities
such as the diversion of legally produced cigarettes from international transit routes directly
to retail markets, the illegal domestic production and sale of cigarettes, and legal or illegal
production for export.
Illegal trade is a context-specific activity, and administrative and control measures need to be
tailored to this context. Understanding the size, characteristics, and patterns of illegal production and trade is a prerequisite to developing effective antifraud strategies. Regional and
international coordination can substantially improve the efficiency of national efforts.
The central concern in the administration of value added taxes and excise taxes on tobacco
is to control the import, production, and distribution of taxed products tightly. This control
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should be exercised at all points of the supply chain, from the fields where tobacco is grown
or the port of entry to the final purchase by the individual consumer. Excise stamps as well as
other markings affixed to the packs of cigarette can facilitate the collection of excise taxes, as
well as audits and enforcement actions at various stages of distribution. The stamps should be
furnished with strong security features similar to those used with banknotes and passports.
Legislation should define compulsory requirements, guarantees, and safeguards under
which tobacco products can be imported or produced and distributed. Only licensed economic operators should be involved. Licenses should be issued based on concrete physical,
administrative, and financial conditions.

General Considerations
Given heightened incentives for fraud because of the higher tax rate and portability of
tobacco products, the central concern in the administration of tobacco taxes is to tightly
control the import/production and distribution of excised products. Although perfectly
controlling the supply chain cannot realistically be a pre-requisite to start increasing excises,
given that incentives to fraud are broadly related to the tax wedge, increasing taxes should go
hand in hand with tighter controls. This control should as much as possible be exercised at all
points of the supply chain, from the fields where tobacco leaves are grown or port of entry, to
the final purchase by the individual consumer of the product2. Such controls need a clear legal
framework and dedicated services or functions in the revenue administration.
The legal framework needs to contain some key elements. The categories and particular tobacco products subject to excise taxation must be clearly defined, keeping in mind
possible substitution patterns. Guiding taxation principles, the base, the rates, the method of
calculation, and the exact point of taxation in the production/supply and distribution chain3
also need to be clearly defined. The legislation must also serve as the basis for the special
excise administration and control measures designed to mitigate this increased risk of fraud.
Administrative and control measures need to be tailored to the specifics of the local context,
for each stage of the processing and distribution.
In most countries, excise taxes are due to central government, and a centrally organized
excise administration is responsible for the management and collection of excise taxes,

Note: Excerpted from IMF How To Note 16/03, “Fiscal Policy: How to Design and Enforce Tobacco Excises.”
© International Monetary Fund. Reprinted with permission. The views expressed in this paper belong solely to
the authors. Nothing contained in this paper should be reported as representing IMF policy or the views of the
IMF, its Executive Board, member governments, or any other entity mentioned herein.
2
Controls of cultivation are looser as illegal farming is more difficult to conceal than trade of final products.
3
Excises should be collected as early as possible in the distribution chain (for example, at the time of import
processing and at domestic tobacco factories) in order to keep the number of taxpayers as low as possible,
and therefore the controls simple, inexpensive, and effective.
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including tobacco taxes4. Excise administrations are often part of the tax administration,
although the customs administration sometimes collects both import and domestic excise
taxes. In most countries, the customs administration collects excise taxes on imported
excisable goods together with customs duties. In rare cases, if excise revenue is high or the
taxation system is peculiar, countries might have an excise service separate from the tax and
customs administrations (as for example in the United States).
In low-compliance environments, more physical and onsite checks should be performed by
the excise administration (for example, inspection of inventories) and corresponding administrative capacity is required. In a highly compliant environment, company audit capacities
are often adequate.

Specific Administrative and Control Measures
Only licensed and strictly controlled economic operators should be involved at any stage of
import, production, and distribution (including retail). Legislation should define compulsory
requirements, guarantees, safeguards, and related controls, under which tobacco products
can be imported or produced and distributed. The license should include concrete physical,
administrative, and financial conditions, and adherence to these conditions must be regularly
controlled and non-compliance severely penalized, including by suspending or withdrawing
the license.
Clear and complete records should be kept, and information supplied seamlessly to the
excise administration. Operators need to keep up-to-date records of the flows of materials
used for production and of inventories. The content and the format of the records need to
be defined by law and in the license. These records should be reported at prescribed intervals and/or kept available to the excise authority for remote and/or onsite control purposes.
The records should reflect and correspond with the actual physical status of inventories. It is
important that the records and the information supplied by the economic operator facilitate
the controls for both the operator and the authorities. If the concentration of the industry
allows or the fiscal risks justify, the production plant can be supervised on site by the excise
administration on a permanent basis.
Excise stamps as well as other markings affixed to the packs of cigarette can facilitate the
collection of excise taxes and controls, as well as audits and enforcement actions at various
stages of distribution. A tax stamp (or “banderole”) is issued by the excise authority at the
value of the excise tax. It is purchased by the producer or importer and applied on each
product sold as a proof of payment of the excise tax on that product (and the VAT in certain

4
In certain countries, in addition to federal or central government taxes, local governments (in the case of the
United States, both state and local governments) are also entitled to impose excise duties on tobacco products
using their own tax/excise services. Such arrangements require close coordination among the different levels
of government.
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countries). For this reason, stamps should have strong security features similar to those used
for banknotes and passports. The high cost of such stamps and consequent use of low-quality stamps has often led to counterfeit stamps and fraud in many countries, hence a general
concern about the efficiency of stamps as a proof of payment for taxes. For these reasons,
many countries have replaced tax stamps by fiscal stickers that contain or give access to
product-specific useful information (often through bar codes). While fiscal stickers do not
aim to prove the payment of taxes (as stamps do), they are useful for taxation, control, and
auditing purposes5. Some countries require pre-printed indication of duty paid status of
tobacco for the specified markets (for example, the United Kingdom, France) on the pack
itself. The burden and cost of applying markings always rests with the producer/importer
except the cost of production and sale of the excise stamp. During periods of forestalling
(for example, prior to excise rate change) the quantity and therefore the costs of printing
and distributing tax stamps may significantly increase and governments should ensure that
the excise administration has sufficient funds to cover such extra costs, although forestalling
should altogether be prevented in the first place through appropriate regulation.
Sophisticated marking systems can go all the way to track and tracing. This process would
require producers to apply appropriate signs on packs and packages (master cartons) to
track every product along the distribution chain. The date, time, and place of production;
origin; intermediaries; intended destination; and taxation status can therefore be identified
and controlled to determine the genuineness and point of diversion of smuggled tobacco
products (basic information such as the taxation status should also be made easily understandable to consumers). Track and tracing systems require heavy infrastructure and must
be able to deal with complex transactions and distribution chains and are therefore costly.
Given the need to adapt to changing commercial practices, the system should be operated
by a dedicated organization in coordination with the industry, and all contained information
should remain accessible to the excise administration at all times.
The point of payment and related conditions must be clearly defined in the law. Points of payment and methods are established after consideration of risks, technology, liquidity, and costs.
Usually, the point of taxation is when the product leaves the factory premises (or customs/
tax warehouse in case of imports), before retail distribution. The number of such producers
and importers are typically limited and they are well known to the excise authorities. Usually,
the producers and importers file their declaration and pay the taxes periodically, on a monthly
basis on a pre-defined day of the month following the removal of tobacco products from the
warehouses. The excise legislation should prevent the excessive forestalling, accumulation,
and sale of stocks using earlier and lower-value tax stamps, and regulations should limit the

Tax stamps must include a maximum retail price if an ad valorem excise on the final price is applied, otherwise
the effective ad valorem rate would be lower than the statutory rate. This might in turn require additional legal and
regulatory guidelines on price controls, as well as the administrative means to implement the controls or at least
monitor the retail conditions. Fiscal stickers may also in these cases include a maximum price, but not necessarily.
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quantities and/or time allowed for the sale of such stocks. Specific procedures should be
defined for damaged stocks, returns, and other special events.
Transit, warehouse, and free zone operations entail elevated risks of fraud and adequate
special measures should be applied. Financial guarantees commensurate with the amounts
of all duties and taxes due can be demanded. The quantities produced and transacted can
also be limited and special physical control measures applied, such as the separation of
processing operations from the sealed storage of taxed and untaxed products. Physical and
direct control by the officials of the excise authority during a part or the whole operation can
be applied (for example, physical escort of the transit consignment from border to border by
individual trucks or in a convoy, application of radio or satellite tracking systems to goods or
conveyances/vehicles/containers).
Authorities should impose severe restrictions on duty free and internet sales. In principle,
duty free shops exist to facilitate the sale of products for export at a low risk, and convenient
place and time. Therefore, it is recommended that duty free shops be licensed only at the
exit sides of airports and seaports and to sell tobacco only for outbound passengers6. Sales
of excisable products in duty free shops at land borders and inland within the country are
not recommended. Consideration should be given to reduce duty free allowances within
the limits of international standards if deemed necessary and practical. Sales of tobacco over
the internet and similar difficult-to-control channels should be subject to strict control, and
consideration given to prohibiting them7.
Due diligence, appropriate responsibility, and care should be legally mandated for the licensed
operators. This includes the design and operation of their own internal control systems to
prevent fraud and make their processes transparent. Operators should also be legally bound
to report any suspicious cases and cooperate fully with the authorities in the investigation of
fraud cases including sharing internal information on processes and business operations.

Fighting Tobacco-Related Excise Fraud
Given their light weight, small size, and high value, tobacco products are susceptible to fraud
through illegal trade, production, and cultivation. The latter is usually a small problem, and
significant clandestine factories are limited to countries where enforcement capabilities are
generally weak and/or corruption high. On the other hand, illegal trade and production of
final products is a widespread problem, given the high profit margins: a single container or
truckload of illegal cigarettes can yield up to US$2 million in profits. The consensus among
experts puts the annual revenue loss in tobacco taxation within the European Union at
roughly €10 billion, and worldwide at US$40–50 billion—that is, about 600 billion sticks, or

6
7

Duty free allowances should be limited by frequency, length of absence from the country, and quantity.
See article 11 of the Protocol to Eliminate Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products.
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10 percent of global consumption (ITIC, 2013; Merriman, 2001; Joossens, 2011; European
Commission, 2013; Euromonitor, 2015).
Illegal trade is a context-specific activity that has various modus operandi and therefore
requires multi-dimensional context-specific solutions (Box 1). There are two types of such
trade. Bootlegging is the illegal resale outside the country of origin of legally purchased
duty-paid cigarettes. It is the textbook illegal trade of classical international trade theory, but
it is marginal for tobacco (although potentially a significant problem in Europe). Bootlegging
is generally caused by wide tax differences between neighboring countries with weak or no
border controls (for example, internal borders between member states in customs unions).
It can also be related to abuse of international travelers’ allowances, cross-border shopping,
and so forth. Smuggling is the cross-border trade in untaxed cigarettes. Smuggling is by far
the most significant type of illegal trade: up to 90 percent of the total. In general, excise
fraud extends from standard customs/commercial fraud (for example, mis-declaration of
quantities, values, origin, and classification) to undeclared activities such as (1) the diversion
of legally produced cigarettes from international transit routes directly to the retail market,
(2) illegal domestic production and sale of cigarettes, and (3) legal or illegal production for
export. In the last two cases, illegal production might also involve counterfeit cigarettes
(for example, branded cigarettes illegally produced by non-owners of the brand, abusers of
industrial and intellectual property rights)8. Tax exemptions are also often linked to smuggling (for example, loose transit and transshipment systems, free zones). Because smuggling
involves untaxed cigarettes, it generally remains largely unaffected by mild to moderate
decreases in taxes and responds more to controls and repression.
Bootlegging, and smuggling even more so, generally involves criminal networks. The complexity of smuggling operations requires carefully designed and well-orchestrated plans that
only sophisticated criminal networks can undertake. For this reason, detection, seizure, and
elimination of illegal products must be accompanied by thorough and systematic investigations (often with undercover methods) and successful criminal prosecution including
forfeiture of proceeds from crime to uproot entire networks. Organized groups active in
these trades are often also active in other illegal activities—such as illegal migration or smuggling of arms, drugs, and illegal medicines—and can be very dangerous, hence the need for
an appropriate security apparatus.
Sound and coherent VAT, excise and criminal laws, and regional and international coordination are important first steps to minimize the incentives and opportunities for smuggling
and bootlegging. Clear policy rationales; well-defined administrative procedures; regional
coordination on matters of rates, base, and trade (for example, personal allowances);
comprehensive, stringent, and coherent excise regulations (as opposed to scattered customs and criminal procedures) with strict and direct/unconditional tax liability; and so forth

Illegal production can take place in illegal production facilities (often semi-mobile units), or in legal facilities,
with or without the knowledge of the facilities’ managers.
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all contribute to fighting fraud. In addition, international coordination (notably through the
WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control and the related Protocol to Eliminate
Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products) can significantly improve the efficiency of national efforts.
Smuggling and in particular smuggling of tobacco products should notably be criminalized,
with adequate level of penalties and other sanctions including confiscation of proceeds of
tobacco-related crime.
It is essential to gather information on both legal and illegal trade and production, movement, import, and export of tobacco products, including the raw materials and equipment/
material used in production9. This includes public information, industry, own data, and
informants, as well as the exchange of information with other government agencies and
with international partners (for example, regional organizations like the European Anti-Fraud
Office). Analyzing the information helps governments understand the situation and trends,
define the risks, and from there identify measures to tackle the problems. Standard control
measures can then be adjusted at every step, from pre-arrival controls to post-clearance
audits. The faster this process takes place, the greater the chances to minimize revenue loss.
At a broader level, understanding the size, characteristics, and patterns of the illegal production and trade is a pre-requisite to developing effective anti-fraud strategies and actions;
strategies to fight smuggling in countries where it has a 2 percent share of the market will
not be the same as those used in countries where it has a 10 percent share (for example,
Europe) or a much larger share (for example, Brunei).
Border controls are a first line of action. Depending on the modus operandi, revenue risk,
and available human and material resources, officers with required qualifications and experience should be assigned to border controls. Front-line officers should be supported by
appropriate intelligence, background support and service, guidance and supervision from
management, and technical aids to enforcement. The format and the integrated control
technology as well as the cooperation with other agencies at the border station are important factors in effective controls.
Mobile excise control units stopping vehicles and verifying the legality of excisable goods
within the country are often useful. Inland mobile controls should be carried out along
important transport corridors, communication centers, and bottlenecks like bridges, ferries, and passes. Such inland mobile controls can detect illegal imports and unauthorized
domestic products while they are transported inside the country. Support to these operations requires tight coordination among police, border guards, and other such services (for
example, joint patrols). Controls along the green borders (that is, between two official border
crossings) should be organized in coordination with border police and customs services of
neighboring countries.

For example, tobacco leaves, cut and fine-cut tobacco, cigarettes and other tobacco products, materials used
for producing cigarettes like paper and filters, and those used for packing.

9
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Investing in appropriate equipment is necessary. Most general anti-smuggling equipment
like X-ray scanners (including scanners for small parcels, containers, trucks, and trains),
endoscopes, mirrors, night vision equipment, cameras, automatic license plate readers,
and mobile offices can also be used to support the detection of illegal tobacco shipments.
In many low-income countries, basic equipment such as rifles, communication devices,
motorcycles, utility vehicles, and small speedboats might be prioritized. Specific tools
include tobacco detector equipment and tobacco scenting dogs. The same dogs can be
trained to detect both tobacco and narcotic drugs.
Excise administration staff will require dedicated training. Special emphasis should be given
to tobacco processing technologies, distribution methods, taxation principles, rules, practices, inward processing relief, and illegal trafficking patterns. Training staff to resist threats
and bribes from criminals is equally important and is most effective if pursued through the
implementation of a professional anti-corruption program supported by a code of conduct, disciplinary measures, and proper human resource management. Resource allocation
should take into account the revenue weight, revenue risks, and special requirements of
dealing with tobacco.
Seizure, storage, and destruction of illegal tobacco should be mandatory for excise and
customs authorities. This generally involves burning, grinding, and depositing at waste management plants. As for legitimate tobacco, the storage, transport, and destruction of seized
and confiscated goods require extra care and caution, as well as transparent and documented processes. This can also create significant and unexpected additional expenses, in
particular at times of massive and successful law enforcement operations, and authorities
should plan for the necessary budget resources.

BOX 1. REVENUE RAISING, INCREMENTAL TAX ADJUSTMENTS, AND ILLEGAL
TRADE: THE CANADIAN CASE
The Canadian federal and provincial governments gradually increased cigarette
taxes so as to almost triple the real (that is, inflation-adjusted) retail price between
1980 and 1992/1993. Federal nominal revenue surged from Can$0.7 billion to
Can$3.3 billion over this period (Figure 1). The increase did not result in smuggling
until the early 1990s, when previously almost non-existent untaxed exports of
Canadian cigarettes to the United States surged and re-entered Canada as duty not
paid (DNP) cigarettes (Figure 2.2). In 1993, it was estimated that roughly one-third
of the Canadian market consisted of DNP cigarettes.
Tough measures against tobacco manufacturers and their employees involved in
the scam (Austen, 2008; Canada Revenue Agency, 2008), significant but temporary
tax cuts, new export taxes, and tougher police controls allowed the government
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to control the situation and paved the way for taxes to increase again. This time,
the tax increases took place at a much faster pace given the political acceptability
of the tax and a good understanding of the demand (Figure 2.1). Revenue surged
again to previous levels, despite a sharp decrease in the prevalence of smoking.
Large-scale illegal trade, however, came back after 2004 with actual production
of new brands on the same indigenous reservations that had been used in the
1990s by smugglers to re-import cigarettes, because of their peculiar legal and
geographical characteristics. This triggered a second wave of enforcement efforts
by Canadian authorities (including an enhanced stamping regime), and revenue
increased again from 2010.
No two countries are alike, but the Canadian case illustrates a few key points.
First, the revenue increase has been substantial despite smuggling. In Canada,
real (inflation-adjusted) tobacco-related revenue was roughly 50 percent higher
in 2011 than in 1980, despite a 50 percent lower prevalence rate and significant
illegal trade. However, the social cost of smuggling (for example, rising crime) can
be high, especially among communities closely affected by it, and the attitude
toward paying taxes more generally can also greatly suffer. Second, gradually
raising rates is an efficient way of understanding the demand and market reactions
to higher prices, as can be seen from the faster increases after 2000. Third, tight
control over the tax base is a key element of any revenue-raising strategy in any
country. Situations in which parts of the country come under a different legal
regime or are beyond the reach of the law make it difficult to enforce high excises,
whether this is related to jurisdictional peculiarities, political reasons, war, logistics,
and so forth. Fourth, once in place, criminal networks are hard to dismantle and
require a multi-pronged strategy that extends beyond simple repression (royal
Canadian Mounted Police, 2008). Many individuals involved in the mid-2000s
Canadian smuggling episode learned the trade in the early 1990s and took over old
distribution networks, to the dismay of tobacco manufacturers, whose activities
led to the initial growth in contraband (Canada Revenue Agency, 2008; Marsden,
2009; Imperial Tobacco Canada, 2009; Kemball, 2009). Finally, understanding the
nature of smuggling is crucial to fighting it: even in a single country, solutions that
worked once may not work twice.
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